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Abstract
In this article we study the expected rank problem under full information. Our approach uses the
planar Poisson approach from Gnedin (2007) to derive the expected rank of a stopping rule that is
one of the simplest non-trivial examples combining rank dependent rules with threshold rules. This
rule attains an expected rank lower than the best upper bounds obtained in the literature so far, in
particular we obtain an expected rank of 2.32614.
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1 Introduction and Motivation
Consider iid distributed random variables X1, . . . , Xn. The rank of Xk is defined as Rk =
∑n
m=1 1(Xm≤Xk).
Robbins’ problem is to find the optimal stopping rule that minimizes the expected rank of the chosen
realization. Although the optimal rule is unknown, some results on the properties of the optimal rule
are available: Bruss and Ferguson (1996)[Section 4.2] proved full history dependence of the optimal rule
for the n-period problem. That is to say, the optimal decision to stop at stage m < n depends on all
past realizations x1, . . . , xm−1 as well as the current realization xm. In addition, by using variational
calculus Assaf and Samuel-Cahn (1996) obtained a lower bound of 1.85 for the limit of the n-period
problem. Using truncated loss functions, Bruss and Ferguson (1993) derived a lower bound of 1.908 by
computational methods (with the help of Hardwick and Schork). A further question raised by Bruss and
Swan (2009), which is associated with Robbins’ problem, is whether the limit superior of n times the
expected value of Xτn arising from the optimal n-period rule τn is finite. This question was settled by
Gnedin and Iksanov (2011), who showed that it is indeed finite. For an overview on Robbins’ problem
and related stopping problems the reader is referred to Bruss (2005), Gnedin (2007) and Swan (2011).
Full information rules are stopping rules adapted to the filtration generated by all prior and current
observations. Interesting subsets of full information rules are rank rules, where the decision to stop depends
on time k and the relative rank Ik =
∑k
m=1 1(Xm≤Xk), and threshold rules, where one stops with the first
realization xm such that xm ≤ fm, where fm is some positive real number that depends only on m.
When minimizing the expected rank under full information for the n→∞ case, Assaf and Samuel-Cahn
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(1996)[Example 4.2] showed that a value of 2.3318 can be obtained with a threshold rule of a simple form.
This value was replicated in Gnedin (2007) for the continuous time Poisson embedding. A value of 7/3 has
been obtained in Bruss and Ferguson (1993) with another approximately optimal threshold rule. They
estimated that the optimal threshold rule gives a value of 2.32659. Additionally, Assaf and Samuel-Cahn
(1996) showed that in the n → ∞-limit the expected loss for the optimal threshold rule has to be in the
interval (2.295, 2.3267).
More recent literature such as Gnedin (1996, 2004, 2007), Bruss and Delbaen (2001), and Bruss and
Swan (2009) has shifted attention to Poisson embeddings of discrete time optimal stopping problems.
These articles also demonstrate how the continuous time versions can be used to obtain upper bounds for
the n-period discrete time problems. By using a continuous time Poisson embedding of Robbins’ problem,
Gnedin (2007) showed that full history dependence also persists in the n→∞ limit, so that even in the
limit a threshold rule cannot be optimal. However it is still not clear by how much the optimal rule is
better than the optimal threshold rule.
This article combines a threshold rule with a rank dependent rule, which enables us to obtain an
analytic solution with an expected rank smaller than 2.32659. More specifically, up to a time α we use
a rule like Gnedin (2004) for the best choice problem, where one stops with the first observation that is
below some threshold function fb(t) and has relative rank 1, but with a different threshold parameter b.
From α on, we apply a threshold rule, where – given that the stopping criterion was not fulfilled for t ≤ α
– the decision maker stops at the first observation below a function fc(t), as in Gnedin (2007)[Section 3],
again with a different threshold parameter c. The framework of Gnedin (2007) allows us to work “directly
in the limit”. It would be much harder to use a similar family of rules like our rule in the n-period
problems, and then compute the expected rank of this family of rules as n→∞.
A similar rule for the discrete time problem has already been proposed by Assaf and Samuel-Cahn
(1996)[Remark 6.2]. There, an approximately optimal threshold rule is combined with the requirement to
stop with a relative rank of one within a time span γn, where γ ∈ [0, 1). An analytical investigation of this
rule – in the planar Poisson framework of Gnedin (2004) – was performed in Tamaki (2004), who obtains
a value of 2.33044, with α = 0.42 and b = c = 1.95. The main difference to our approach is that the same
threshold function is applied during the whole time span, which simplifies the computations compared to
ours’.
2 A Simple Rank-Threshold Rule
We follow Gnedin (2004, 2007) and consider a scatter of atoms P arising from a continuous time planar
Poisson process on the strip [0, 1]× R¯+, where R¯+ stands for the interval [0,∞]. The intensity measure is
the Lebesgue measure dtdx, which implies that the number of particles N in some subset with Lebesgue
measure ν follows a Poisson distribution with density P(N = n) = e−ν νnn! . An atom (T,X) consists of
the arrival time T and the value X. Ordering the atoms with respect to Xj in ascending order yields the
increasing sequence of points (X1,1, X1,2, X1,3, . . . ) =: X1 of a unit Poisson process. We denote an atom
of the ordered sequence by (Tr, X1,r). By the properties of the planar Poisson process the arrival times Tr
are uniform iid on [0, 1], and Tr, r = 1, 2, . . . , and X1 are independent. In addition, a stochastic process(
X˜t, t ∈ [0, 1]
)
with values in [0,∞] can be constructed, by X˜t := Xr, where r is the minimal r such that
t = Tr, if such an r exists, and else X˜t := ∞. For more technical details on this planar Poisson process
the reader is referred to Gnedin (2004, 2007).
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Let (t, x) and P stand for realizations of (T,X) and P. For a generic (t, x) ∈ P the absolute rank,
R(t, x), is defined by the number of P-points strictly south of (t, x) plus 1, while the relative rank, I(t, x),
is the number of P-points strictly south-west of (t, x) plus 1.






. Then, the problem considered in the following is to minimize E [R(τ,X)] =
E [I(τ,X) + (1− τ)X], where τ < 1 a.s. Consider two arbitrary positive, strictly increasing and continuous
functions f1, f2 on [0, 1) with
∫ 1
0 f2(t) =∞. Let the random variable Y be the height of the lowestP-point
above f1 on [0, α], where 0 ≤ α < 1. That is:
Y := min {X : (T,X) ∈P, T ∈ [0, α], X > f1(T )} . (1)
In the following, y stands for a realization of Y . Next we consider a stopping point (τ,X) with
τ := inf
{
T : (T,X) ∈P, X≤ (f1(T ) ∧ Y )1(T≤α) + f2(T )1(T>α)
}
, (2)
where the threshold function is random due to Y . Note that τ < 1 a.s. by the condition
∫ 1
0 f2 =∞. By
the stopping rule defined in (2), the relative rank of X is 1 in the event {τ ≤ α}. Since f1 is increasing,
y ≤ f1(t) implies that (t′, y) ∈ P, for some 0 ≤ t′ < t. Hence, τ is a stopping time for the filtration
generated by (X˜s)0≤s≤t.
Figure 1(a) provides a graphical description of the stopping rule τ . For t ≤ α, a decision maker stops
if a particle (t, x) with x ≤ y and x ≤ f1(t) is observed, while for t > α, the threshold f2 is applied.
Figure 1(a) shows one realization of Y , where y < f1(α). The decision whether to stop with the first (t, x)
such that x ≤ f1(t) and t ≤ α depends on y only if t ∈ (f−11 (y), α]. Figure 1(b) provides an example where
y > f1(t) for all t ≤ α. In this case, the decision maker stops with the first (t, x), such that 0 ≤ t ≤ α and
x ≤ f1(t), if any such (t, x) exists.
To obtain the risk E [R(τ,X)], we consider the conditional risk E [R(τ,X)|Y = y] and integrate out y.




(f1(s) ∧ y) ds , F2(t) :=
∫ t
α





f−11 (z) ∧ α
)
dz = αx− F1(α, x) , (4)








where f−12 (z) = α for z < f2(α). By the properties of the planar Poisson process the probability that the
area bounded by the horizontal line with height y and the graph of f1 for the time interval [0, α] is empty
is e−S1(y); see the shaded area in Figure 1(b). Hence, the density of Y is













By the definition of Y , P (Y ∈ dy) > 0, for y > f1(0) and zero else. Given {Y = y}, the conditional joint
density of (τ,X) is
P ((τ,X) ∈ (dt, dx)|Y = y) =
{
e−F1(t,y)dt dx 0 ≤ t ≤ α, 0 ≤ x ≤ f1(t) ∧ y ,
e−F1(α,y)−F2(t)dt dx α < t ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ f2(t) .
(7)
By means of the density (7), we obtain the conditional probability P (τ > t|Y = y) = e−F1(t,y), for t ≤ α,
and P (τ > t|Y = y) = e−F1(α,y)−F2(t), for α < t ≤ 1. Splitting the time at α, the two components of the































(2 + x(1− t) + (x− y)α) dx
]
dt . (8)
For t ≤ α, the integrand of the inner integral describes the conditional expected loss contribution when
we stop at (t, x). In this case, the relative rank of (t, x) is 1 and the conditional expected loss of (t, x) is 1
plus the expected number of atoms in the south-east of (t, x). That is, 1 + x(1− t). An example for such
a (t, x) is provided by “∗” in Figure 1(a). For t ≥ α, we have to account for atoms in the area above the
curve f2(s), α < s ≤ t and below the level obtained by x. In the Figures 1(c) and 1(d) this corresponds to
the almost triangular shaded area. Formally, the size of this area is S2(x), where S2(x) = 0, for x ≤ f2(α)
and S2(x) > 0, for x > f2(α). In particular, Figure 1(c) shows S2(x), for some x > f2(α). Figures 1(c) and
1(d) describe two generic cases where a decision maker stops at (t, x) with t > α. Figure 1(c) describes
the case y > x. The loss coming from the past is described by the shaded almost triangular area. The
conditional expected loss is 1 + x(1 − t) + S2(x). 1 accounts for the particle itself and x(1 − t) for the
expected loss in the future, which is the size of the area in the south-east of the particle (t, x). Next,
Figure 1(d) describes the case where y ≤ x. In this case, the loss coming from the past is described
by the shaded almost triangular area and the shaded rectangular area. The conditional expected loss is
2 + x(1 − t) + S2(x) + (x − y)α. 2 accounts for the particle itself and the particle (t′, y), such that y is
the realization of Y . In addition, x(1− t) accounts for the expected loss in the future. Last but not least,
F1(t, y) and F2(t) measure the size of areas below f1(s) ∧ y, where 0 ≤ s ≤ t, and f2(s), where α < s ≤ t.
S1(y) measures to the difference of the size of the area of the rectangle described by the points (0, 0),
(α, 0), (α, f1(α)∧y) and (0, f1(α)∧y) and the size of the area below the graph {(t, f1(t) ∧ y) : 0 ≤ t ≤ α}.
The shaded area in Figure 1(b) provides an example for this area.
Next, we work with f1(t) =
b
1−t and f2(t) =
c
1−t . For these functions, we were able to obtain the condi-























f−11 (y) ∧ α
)
dy in closed
form by using the Mathematica 8.0 package.
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To minimize E [R(τ,X)] the parameters α, b and c have to be chosen optimally.1 By numerical
tools we observed that the value of the loss function is approximately minimized with (α∗, b∗, c∗) =
(0.34328, 1.82571, 2.00000). With these parameters we calculated an expected loss of 2.32614.
Remark 1. To check the above results we performed various simulation studies. We observe that our rule
with (α∗, b∗, c∗) = (0.34328, 1.82571, 2.00000) dominates the rule of Tamaki (2004), where (αT , bT , cT ) =
(0.42, 1.95, 1.95), as well as the threshold rule presented in Gnedin (2007), where (αG, b, cG) = (0, b, 1.9469)




At the end of their paper, Assaf and Samuel-Cahn (1996) mentioned in Remark 6.2 that they tried a rule
that would be in retrospect the n-period analogue of our rule, but with b = c (as already mentioned, this
rule has been investigated by Tamaki (2004), where a value of 2.33044, with αT = 0.42 and bT = cT = 1.95,
has been obtained in closed form). That is, they tried thresholds, where in the beginning fraction of time
γ the additional condition of stopping only with relative rank 1 is imposed, and then a threshold rule is
used for the remaining time. However, they left the thresholds at min{2/(n− k + 1), 1}, for k = 1, . . . , n
(these thresholds had been known to be good approximations for thresholds of the optimal threshold rule
for large enough n).
Assaf and Samuel-Cahn (1996) reported that “the improvement is however very small, and even with
10, 000 simulations the standard error is too large to determine whether the improvement is real.” Also
in our simulation runs (with 50,000 steps), we observed that the standard errors are large compared to
the improvements obtained with our rule and the rule of Tamaki (2004), which also implies that a reliable
comparison of rules can hardly be performed by means of a simulation analysis.
In addition, we inserted the parameters (αT , bT , cT ) and (αG, b, cG) into our closed form expression
obtained for E [R(τ,X)]. For the threshold rule, the difference between the number we get by inserting the
corresponding parameters into the expression obtained for E [R(τ,X)] and the number we get by means
of 1 + cG2 +
1
c2G−1
is smaller than 4 · 10−8. For (αT , bT , cT ) we obtained 2.33045 instead of 2.33044 derived
by Tamaki (2004). That is, up to a numerical error, the expected losses obtained in Tamaki (2004) and
Gnedin (2007) can also be replicated by means of the closed form expression in this article.
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(a) Stopping Rule τ . f1 =
b

































































































(d) Loss components, y < f2(t) is a relazations of Y .
Figure 1: The stopping rule τ and loss components.
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H∗Calculations to "A new strategy for Robbins' problem of optimal stopping"
by Martin Meier and Leopold Sögner, April 2016∗L
H∗ start part 1, some definitions ∗L
H∗ Obtain f1, f2 F1Ht,yL, F2HtL, S1HxL and S2HxL ∗L
f1@sD = b ê H1 − sL ; H∗ fbHtL ∗L
f2@sD = c ê H1 − sL ;
F11 = Integrate@f1@sD, 8s, 0, t<, Assumptions →
8b > 0, s ∈ Reals, t ∈ Reals, y ∈ Reals, 0 < t ≤ 1, b > 1, y > 0, y > b ê H1 − tL<D
H∗ $ F_1Ht,yL $, defined in equation H3L, for $f_1 \leq y$ ∗L
−b Log@1 − tD
F11alphay = Integrate@f1@sD, 8s, 0, alpha<, Assumptions →
8b > 0, s ∈ Reals, t ∈ Reals, y ∈ Reals, 0 < t ≤ 1, b > 1, y > 0, y > b ê H1 − tL, alpha < 1<D
H∗ $ F_1H\alpha,yL $, defined in equation H3L, for $f_1 \leq y$ ∗L
−b Log@1 − alphaD
F12 = b − y + t y − b Log@b ê yD H∗ $ F_1Ht,yL $,
defined in equation H3L, for $f_1H\alphaL > y$ ∗L
F12alphay = b − y + alpha y −
b Log@b ê yD H∗ $ F_1H\alpha,yL $, defined in equation H3L, for $f_1 > y$ ∗L
b − y + t y − b LogB b
y
F
b − y + alpha y − b LogB b
y
F
F2 = Integrate@c ê H1 − sL, 8s, alpha, t<, Assumptions → 8c > 0, alpha > 0, 1 > t > alpha > 0<D
H∗ $ F_2HtL $, defined in equation H3L∗L
c LogB −1 + alpha
−1 + t
F
H∗Define Case I: $y \leq bêH1−\alphaL =
f_1H\alphaL $ and Case II: $y > bêH1−\alphaL = f_1H\alphaL $ ∗L
S1caseI = alpha y + b Log@b ê yD
H∗ $S_1 HxL $ defined in equation H4L evaluated at $x=y$,
for the case $y \leq bêH1−alphaL$ ∗L
S1caseII = Simplify@alpha y − Hb − y + alpha ∗ y − b ∗ Log@b ê yDLD
H∗ $S_1 HxL $ defined in equation H4L evaluated at $x=y$,
for the case $y > bêH1−alphaL$ ∗L
alpha y + b LogB b
y
F
−b + y + b LogB b
y
F
f2inv@zD = 1 − c ê z;
S2@xD =
Piecewise@ 88Integrate@Hf2inv@zD − alphaL, 8z, c ê H1 − alphaL, x<, Assumptions → 8c > 0,
x > c > 0, alpha > 0, c + alpha x < x<D, x > c ê H1 − alphaL<, 80, x < c ê H1 − alphaL<<D
H∗ $f_2^8−1<$ and $S_2 HxL $ defined in equation H5L ∗L
−c + x − alpha x − c LogB x−alpha x
c
F x > c
1−alpha
0 True
H∗ end first step∗L
H∗ Second step Obtain Conditional expected loss Hconditional on $\8 Y=y \<$ L ∗L
H∗ inner integral for the $t \leq alpha$ case;
this is the first integral in equation H8L;
terms referring to this first integral contain I1 ∗L
I1integrad = 1 + x H1 − tL;
I1integralc1 =
Simplify@Integrate@I1integrad, 8x, 0, b ê H1 − tL<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < t < 1<DD
H∗ Inner Integral for the $f_1HtL \leq y$ case ∗L
−
b H2 + bL
2 H−1 + tL
I1integralc2 = Simplify@Integrate@I1integrad, 8x, 0, y<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < t < 1<DD
H∗ Inner Integral for the $f1HtL > y$ case ∗L
1
2
y H2 + y − t yL
Innerintegral1 = Piecewise@ 88 I1integralc1, t ≤ 1 − b ê y<, 8 I1integralc2, t > 1 − b ê y< < D
−
b H2+bL





y H2 + y − t yL t > 1 − b
y
0 True
H∗ outer integral , $t \leq \alpha$ ∗L
H∗ outer integral , $t \leq alpha$, $y \leq bêH1−alphaL$ and $f1 \leq < y$;
then $f_1 \leq y$ for $t \leq 1−bêy$ ∗L
Outer1integralcaseI1a = Simplify@Integrate@Exp@−F11D ∗ I1integralc1,




H2 + bL −1 + b
y
b
H∗ outer integral , $t \leq \alpha$ ∗LH∗ outer integral ,
$t \leq alpha$, $y \leq bêH1−alphaL$ for $t >1−bêy$ we have $y < f_1$ ∗L
Outer1integralcaseI1b =
Simplify@Integrate@Exp@−F12D ∗ I1integralc2, 8t, 1 − b ê y, alpha<,






I1 + b + −b+y−alpha y H−1 + H−1 + alphaL yLM
H∗ outer integral , $t \leq \alpha$ ∗LH∗ outer integral , $t \leq alpha$,
$y > bêH1−alphaL$, i.e. $f_1 \leq y$ for all $t \in @0,\alphaD$ ∗L
2   meiersoegner_mathematicadocument.nb
Outer1integralcaseII24 = Simplify@Integrate@Exp@−F11D ∗ I1integralcase1,
8t, 0, alpha<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < t < alpha < 1, b ê H1 − alphaL < y<DD
H∗ f1HtL < y and y > bêH1−alphaL ∗L
I1 − H1 − alphaL1+bM I1integralcase1
1 + b
H∗ end: outer integral , $t \leq \alpha$ case ∗L
H∗ begin: integrals , $t > alpha$ ∗L H∗ first term in equation H8L→ 21 ∗L
I21integralcase1 =
Simplify@Integrate@I1integrad, 8x, 0, c ê H1 − tL<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < t < 1<DD
H∗ $f_2HtL \leq y$ ∗L
I21integralcase2 =
Simplify@Integrate@I1integrad, 8x, 0, y<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < t < 1<DD
H∗ $f_2HtL > y$ ∗L
−
c H2 + cL
2 H−1 + tL
1
2
y H2 + y − t yL
H∗ second term in equation H8L → 22; i.e. we obtain integrals of $ S_2HxL $ ∗L
I22integral = Simplify@Integrate@S2@xD,
8x, 0, c ê H1 − tL<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, c > 0, 0 < t < 1, 0 < alpha < t<DD
− c2 −2 alpha + alpha2 − H−2 + tL t + 2 H−1 + alpha + t − alpha tL LogB −1 + alpha
−1 + t
F ì
I2 H−1 + alphaL H−1 + tL2M
I22integralcheck = Simplify@Integrate@S2@xD, 8x, c ê H1 − alphaL, c ê H1 − tL<,
Assumptions → 8x > 0, c > 0, 0 < t < 1, alpha > 0, alpha < t<DD
− c2 −2 alpha + alpha2 − H−2 + tL t + 2 H−1 + alpha + t − alpha tL LogB −1 + alpha
−1 + t
F ì
I2 H−1 + alphaL H−1 + tL2M
H∗ third term in equation H8L→ 23;
we have to tell Mathematica that this term is >0 if f2HtL>y and zero 0 else ∗L
I23integrand = 2 + x H1 − tL + Hx − yL alpha
2 + H1 − tL x + alpha Hx − yL
I23integralf2smallery = 0 ;H∗ f2HtL \leq y ∗L
I23integralf2largery =
Simplify@Integrate@I23integrand, 8x, y, c ê H1 − tL<, Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < t < 1<DD
H∗ f2HtL > y ∗L
Hc + H−1 + tL yL Hc H1 + alpha − tL + H−1 + tL H−4 + H−1 + alpha + tL yLL
2 H−1 + tL2
H∗ end inner second integrals∗L
H∗ begin outer second integrals, i.e when $t > \alpha$ ∗L
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H∗ In the following we consider 4 cases:
Case 1: $f_1H0L =
b \leq y \leq cêH1−\alphaL = f_2H\alphaL$ and $y \leq bêH1−\alphaL = f_1H\alphaL$
Case 2: $f_1H0L =
b \leq y \leq cêH1−\alphaL = f_2H\alphaL$ and $y > bêH1−\alphaL = f_1H\alphaL$
Case 3: $f_1H0L = y > cêH1−\alphaL =
f_2H\alphaL$ and $y \leq bêH1−\alphaL = f_1H\alphaL$
Case 4: $f_1H0L = y > cêH1−\alphaL =
f_2H\alphaL$ and $y > bêH1−\alphaL = f_1H\alphaL$
In addition: we consider the case where $c$ is very small,
i.e. $cêH1−\alphaL < b$
∗L
H∗In the following integrals we use
F12alphay the cases 1 and 3 H$y \leq bêH1−\alphaL$L,
while F11alphay has to be used in the cases 2 and 4 H$y > bêH1−\alphaL$L;
depending on whether $y \leq cêH1−\alphaL$ Hcases 1 and 2L or $y > cêH1−\alphaL
$ Hcases 3 and 4L we use the corresponding integrands obtained above ∗L
Outer21integralcase1 =
Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase2, 8t, alpha, 1<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > 0, y < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD
1
2







H−1 + alphaL y
2 + c
Outer21integralcase1csmall =
Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase1, 8t, alpha, 1 − c ê y<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > 0, y < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD +
Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase2, 8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > c > 0, y < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD





2 H1 + cL H2 + cL −
1
2





y − alpha y
c
Outer21integralcase2 =
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase1, 8t, alpha, 1 − c ê y<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > 0, y < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD +
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase2, 8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > c > 0, y < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD
H∗ note that for $t \in @\alpha,1−cêyD$ we have $y \geq f_2HtL$,
while for $t \in H1−cêy,1D$ we observe that $y < f_2HtL$ ∗L
H1 − alphaLb c H4 + c H3 + cLL J c
y−alpha y
Nc
2 H1 + cL H2 + cL −
1
2
H1 − alphaLb H2 + cL −1 + c
y − alpha y
c
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Outer21integralcase3 = Simplify@
Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase1, 8t, alpha, 1 − c ê y<,
Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > c ê H1 − alphaL, y > b > 0<DD +
Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase2, 8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<,
Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > c ê H1 − alphaL, y > b > 0<DDD
1






4 + c3 − 4
c
y − alpha y
c
+ c2 5 − 2
c
y − alpha y
c
− 4 c −2 +
c
y − alpha y
c
Outer21integralcase4 = Simplify@
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase1, 8t, alpha, 1 − c ê y<,
Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > 0, y > c ê H1 − alphaL<DD +
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I21integralcase2, 8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<,
Assumptions → 8x > 0, 0 < alpha < t < 1, 0 < c, y > b > 0, y > c ê H1 − alphaL<DDD





− H2 + cL2 J−1 + J c
y−alpha y
NcN
2 H2 + cL
H∗ Since the inner integrals for the 22 terms Hi.e. $\int S_2HxL dx $L
do not depend on $y$ we can consider the cases 1 and 3 as and
well as 2 and 4 joints to obtain the integral for the 22 term∗L
Outer22integralcase24 =
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I22integral, 8t, alpha, 1<,




Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I22integral, 8t, alpha, 1<,










Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I23integralf2largery, 8t, alpha, 1<,








−H−1 + cL H4 + cL + alpha H−4 + 3 cL
H−1 + alphaL H−1 + cL +
2 H−2 + alpha − alpha cL y
1 + c
−
H−1 + alphaL H−1 − c + alpha H3 + 2 cLL y2
H1 + cL H2 + cL
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Outer23integralcase1csmall =
Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I23integralf2largery,
8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, 1 < c < y, y < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD





Nc I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3 + alpha H2 + cL yM
H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL
Outer23integralcase2 =
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I23integralf2largery,
8t, alpha, 1<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, b ê H1 − alphaL < y, c > 1, b > 0<DD
1
2
H1 − alphaLb −H−1 + cL H4 + cL + alpha H−4 + 3 cLH−1 + alphaL H−1 + cL +
2 H−2 + alpha − alpha cL y
1 + c
−
H−1 + alphaL H−1 − c + alpha H3 + 2 cLL y2
H1 + cL H2 + cL
Outer23integralcase3 = Simplify@Exp@−F12alphayD ∗
Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I23integralf2largery, 8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<, Assumptions →
80 < alpha < t < 1, b ê H1 − alphaL > y > b, c > 1, b > 1, y > c ê H1 − alphaL<DD





Nc I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3 + alpha H2 + cL yM
H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL
Outer23integralcase4 =
Simplify@Exp@−F11alphayD ∗ Integrate@Exp@−F2D ∗ I23integralf2largery, 8t, 1 − c ê y, 1<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, b ê H1 − alphaL < y, c > 1, b > 1, y > c ê H1 − alphaL<DD
H1 − alphaLb J c
y−alpha y
Nc I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3 + alpha H2 + cL yM
H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL
H∗ end outer second integrals ∗L
H∗ Step 3: density described in equation H6L ∗L
dens1alpha =
Simplify@Hy − bL ê y ∗ Exp@ −Hy − b − b ∗ Log@Hy ê bLDLDD
H∗ density if $f_1H0L=b \leq y \leq bêH1−alphaL f_1HalphaL$;
this is relevant for the cases 1 and 2∗L
dens2alpha = Simplify@Halpha ∗ Exp@
−HHb ê H1 − alphaL − b − b ∗ Log@H1 ê H1 − alphaLLDL + HHy − b ê H1 − alphaLL alphaLLDLD










H∗ check wheter integral over density is 1 ∗L
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Fdens1 = Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha, 8y, b, b ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, b > 0, c > 0, y > b<DD;
Fdens2 = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha, 8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, b > 0, c > 0, y > b<DD;
Checkdens = Fdens1 + Fdens2
1
H∗ end density ∗L
H∗ Step 4: Obtain components of the value function ∗L
H∗ Value function components for $t \leq \alpha$;
since these terms do not depend on $f_2$ we can consider the cases 1,
3 as well as 2,4 jointly ∗L
V1case13 =
Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter1integralcaseI1a + Outer1integralcaseI1bL,
8y, b, b ê H1 − alphaL<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b > 0<DD
1
2
















H1 − alphaL−b b 
alpha b
−1+alpha
− b b ExpIntegralEi@−bD + b b ExpIntegralEiB b
−1 + alpha
F −




Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter1integralcaseI24L, 8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > 0, b ê H1 − alphaL < y, b > 0<DD




Simplify@HOuter1integralcaseI24L ∗ Integrate@dens2alpha, 8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > 0, b ê H1 − alphaL < y, b > 0<DD
H∗ testêsimplification, inner integral does not depend on $y$∗L
H1 − alphaL−b 
alpha b
−1+alpha Outer1integralcaseI24
H∗ end value function components for $t \leq \alpha$ ∗L
H∗ begin value function components for $t > \alpha$ ∗L
H∗ Remark: to integrate over $y$ in the integral associated with $t > \alpha$,
we have to distiguish between the cases where $ b \geq c$ and $b < c$. For the
first case the abbreviation bgc Hg for the german word groesserL is used,
while for the latter case we use bkc Hk for the german word kleinerL ∗L
V21case1bgc =
Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase1L, 8y, b, c ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > 0, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b > c > 0,
b > 0, b < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD H∗ b \geq c and cêH1−alphaL>b ∗L
1
2 alpha3 H1 + cL H2 + cL 
−alpha b KH−1 + alphaL H−2 H1 + cL + alpha H−2 + H−1 + alphaL b H1 + cLLL −
I2 H1 + cL + alpha I2 c2 − b H1 + cL + alpha2 b H3 + c H2 + cLL +






Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase1L, 8y, b, c ê H1 − alphaL<, Assumptions →
80 < alpha < t < 1, y > 0, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b > c > 0, b > 0, b < c ê H1 − alphaL<DD
1
2 H−1 + alphaL alpha3 H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL

−alpha b
−2 + 2 alpha + 6 alpha2 − 6 alpha3 − alpha b + 5 alpha2 b − 7 alpha3 b + 3 alpha4 b +
2 alpha c − 2 alpha3 c − alpha2 b c + 2 alpha3 b c − alpha4 b c + 2 c2 − 4 alpha c2 − alpha2 c2 +
alpha3 c2 + alpha b c2 − 4 alpha2 b c2 + 5 alpha3 b c2 − 2 alpha4 b c2 − 4 alpha2 c3 +



























































































alpha3 b I2 + 3 c + c2M I4 − 3 c − c2 + alpha H−4 + 3 cLM alpha b ExpIntegralEi@−alpha bD −




Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase1L, 8y, b, b ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > b, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b < c, b > 0, c > 0<DD

−alpha b H−1 + alphaL H−2 H1 + cL + alpha H−2 + H−1 + alphaL b H1 + cLLL −
I2 H1 + cL + alpha I−2 alpha + b + H−2 + bL c + alpha2 b H3 + b + c + b cLMM

alpha2 b
−1+alpha ì I2 alpha3 H1 + cL H2 + cLM
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V21case1bkcacasecsmall =
Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase1csmallL, 8y, b, b ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > b, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b < c, b > 0, c > 0<DD
1
2 alpha H1 + cL H2 + cL
H1 − alphaL−2 c −alpha b 4 IH−1 + alphaL2Mc + 8 IH−1 + alphaL2Mc c + 5 IH−1 + alphaL2Mc c2 +
IH−1 + alphaL2Mc c3 − 4 H1 − alphaL2 c 
alpha2 b
−1+alpha − 8 H1 − alphaL2 c c 
alpha2 b
−1+alpha −
5 H1 − alphaL2 c c2 
alpha2 b
−1+alpha − H1 − alphaL2 c c3 
alpha2 b
−1+alpha +
IH−1 + alphaL2Mc alpha b H1 + cL H2 + cL2 alpha b ExpIntegralEi@−alpha bD −
H1 − alphaL2 c alpha b H1 + cL H2 + cL2 alpha b ExpIntegralEiB alpha b
−1 + alpha
F −
4 H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b Gamma@1 − c, alpha bD −
4 c H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b Gamma@1 − c, alpha bD −
2 c2 H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b Gamma@1 − c, alpha bD +
4 H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
4 c H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
2 c2 H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
4 alpha b H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b Gamma@−c, alpha bD +
4 alpha b c H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b Gamma@−c, alpha bD +
2 alpha b c2 H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b Gamma@−c, alpha bD −
4 alpha b H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F −
4 alpha b c H−H−1 + alphaL alpha cLc alpha b GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F −





Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase1L, 8y, b, b ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > b, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b < c, b > 0, c > 0<DD
1





−1+alpha alpha H−1 + cL H−2 + b − 4 c + b cL −1 + 
alpha2 b
1−alpha + 2 I−1 + c2M −1 + 
alpha2 b
1−alpha +
alpha4 b H−1 + cL 1 − 2 c2 + b H3 + 2 cL − 3 
alpha2 b
1−alpha − 2 c 2 + 
alpha2 b
1−alpha + alpha3 −b2 I−1 + c2M +
I−6 − 2 c + c2 + c3M −1 + 
alpha2 b
1−alpha + b H−1 + cL −7 − 3 c + 7 
alpha2 b
1−alpha + 5 c 
alpha2 b
1−alpha −
alpha2 H−1 + cL I6 + 6 c + 5 c2 + c3M −1 + 
alpha2 b
1−alpha
+ b −3 + 5 
alpha2 b
1−alpha




alpha3 b I2 + 3 c + c2M I4 − 3 c − c2 + alpha H−4 + 3 cLM alpha b ExpIntegralEi@−alpha bD −




Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase1csmallL, 8y, b, b ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > b, b < y < b ê H1 − alphaL, b < c, b > 0, c > 0<DD
1





I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3 − alpha b H2 + cLM Gamma@1 − c, alpha bD +
I4 − c − 2 c2 − c3 + alpha b H2 + cLM GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + 2 Gamma@2 − c, alpha bD +
c Gamma@2 − c, alpha bD − 2 GammaB2 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F − c GammaB2 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
4 alpha b Gamma@−c, alpha bD − alpha b c Gamma@−c, alpha bD −
2 alpha b c2 Gamma@−c, alpha bD − alpha b c3 Gamma@−c, alpha bD −
4 alpha b GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + alpha b c GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
2 alpha b c2 GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + alpha b c3 GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F
V21case2bkca1 = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase2L,
8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, 1<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < 1, c > b > 0<DD
1











H1 + cL H2 + cL2 alpha − 
alpha b




1−alpha Gamma@1 − c, alphaD − 2 cc I2 + 2 c + c2M alpha+
alpha b
1−alpha GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F
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V21case2bkca2 = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase2L,
8y, c ê H1 − alphaL, 1<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < 1, c > b > 0<DD
1











H1 + cL H2 + cL2 alpha − 
alpha c
1−alpha + 2 cc I2 + 2 c + c2M alpha−
alpha c
−1+alpha
Gamma@1 − c, alphaD − 2 cc I2 + 2 c + c2M alpha−
alpha c
−1+alpha GammaB1 − c, − alpha c
−1 + alpha
F
V21case2bkc = Simplify@V21case2bkca1 − V21case2bkca2D
1











H1 + cL H2 + cL2 alpha − 
alpha b




1−alpha Gamma@1 − c, alphaD − 2 cc I2 + 2 c + c2M alpha+
alpha b









H1 + cL H2 + cL2 alpha − 
alpha c
1−alpha + 2 cc I2 + 2 c + c2M alpha−
alpha c
−1+alpha
Gamma@1 − c, alphaD − 2 cc I2 + 2 c + c2M alpha−
alpha c




Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase2L, 8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, c ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > b, b ê H1 − alphaL < y, b < c, b > 0, c > 0<DD
1
2 H−1 + alphaL alpha2 H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL 
alpha Hb+cL
−1+alpha
−2 I−1 + c2 + alpha I1 + H−2 + cL c2M − 3 alpha2 I−1 + c3M + alpha3 I−3 − 2 c + 2 c3MM 
alpha b
1−alpha −
I2 − 2 c2 − 2 alpha H−1 + cL H−1 + b + H−2 + bL cL +
alpha2 I−6 + b2 − 2 b c + H1 − H−2 + bL bL c2 + 4 c3 + c4M +




V21case3bgc = Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase3L,
8y, c ê H1 − alphaL, b ê H1 − alphaL<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < 1, y > b > c > 0<DD
1
2 alpha H1 + cL H2 + cL
−4 
alpha b
−1+alpha − 8 c 
alpha b
−1+alpha − 5 c2 
alpha b
−1+alpha − c3 
alpha b
−1+alpha + 4 
alpha c
−1+alpha + 8 c 
alpha c





−1+alpha − alpha b H1 + cL H2 + cL2 ExpIntegralEiB alpha b
−1 + alpha
F +







GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + 4 c alpha c
1 − alpha
c







GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F − 4 alpha c
1 − alpha
c







GammaB1 − c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F − 2 c2 alpha c
1 − alpha
c










































Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase3L, 8y, c ê H1 − alphaL, b ê H1 − alphaL<,
Assumptions → 80 < alpha < 1, y > b, b > c, b > 0, c > 0<DD
1




I4 − c − 2 c2 − c3 + alpha b H2 + cLM GammaB1 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3 − alpha b H2 + cLM GammaB1 − c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F − 2 GammaB2 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F −
c GammaB2 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + 2 GammaB2 − c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F + c GammaB2 − c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F −
4 alpha b GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + alpha b c GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
2 alpha b c2 GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F + alpha b c3 GammaB−c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F +
4 alpha b GammaB−c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F − alpha b c GammaB−c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F −
2 alpha b c2 GammaB−c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F − alpha b c3 GammaB−c, alpha c
1 − alpha
F
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V21case4bgc = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter21integralcase4L,
8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < 1, y > b, b > c > 0<DD
1
2
H2 + cL 
alpha b
−1+alpha +
alpha b I c
b
Mc H2 + c H2 + cLL ExpIntegralEBc, alpha b
1−alpha
F
H−1 + alphaL H1 + cL H2 + cL
V23case4bgc = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase4L,
8y, b ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > 0, b > c, b > 1, c > 1<DD
1
H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL
alpha
alpha b2 I c
b
Mc H2 + cL Gamma@−2 + cD
H−1 + alphaL2 Gamma@−1 + cD −
b I c
b
Mc I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3M Gamma@−1 + cD
H−1 + alphaL Gamma@cD +
1
alpha




b −1 + 
alpha b
−1+alpha +
H−1 + alphaL 1 − alpha
b
c







H2 + cL −alphac Gamma@2 − cD + b−c −H1 − alphaLc alpha2 b2 −1 + 
alpha b
−1+alpha +
H−1 + alphaL2 Halpha bLc H−2 + cL Gamma@2 − cD +
H−1 + alphaL2 Halpha bLc GammaB3 − c, alpha b
1 − alpha
F ì IH−1 + alphaL2 H−2 + cLM
V21case4bkc = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ Outer21integralcase4,
8y, c ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < 1, y > c ê H1 − alphaL, c > b > 0<DD
1
2
H2 + cL 
alpha c
−1+alpha +
alpha c H2 + c H2 + cLL ExpIntegralEBc, alpha c
1−alpha
F
H−1 + alphaL H1 + cL H2 + cL
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V23case4bkc = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter23integralcase4L,
8y, c ê H1 − alphaL, ∞<, Assumptions → 80 < alpha < t < 1, y > 0, c > b, b > 1, c > 1<DD
1
H−1 + cL H1 + cL H2 + cL
alpha
alpha c2 H2 + cL Gamma@−2 + cD
H−1 + alphaL2 Gamma@−1 + cD −
c I−4 + c + 2 c2 + c3M Gamma@−1 + cD




I4 + 3 c + c2M alpha 1 − alpha
c
c
c −1 + 
alpha c
−1+alpha +
H−1 + alphaL alphac GammaB2 − c, alpha c
1 − alpha









alpha H−2 + cL +
3 H−1 + alphaL
alpha H−2 + cL c +
H−1 + alphaL 
alpha c
−1+alpha
alpha H−2 + cL −
3 H−1 + alphaL 
alpha c
−1+alpha





Gamma@2 − cD + −1 + 1
alpha
3−c
c−2+c Gamma@2 − cD −
3 J 1−alpha
alpha c











V22case24 = Simplify@Integrate@dens2alpha ∗ HOuter22integralcase24L,





V22case13 = Simplify@Integrate@dens1alpha ∗ HOuter22integralcase13L,










+ b ExpIntegralEi@−alpha bD − ExpIntegralEiB alpha b
−1 + alpha
F
H∗ end value function, t > \alp1ha ∗L
H∗ end value function ∗L
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H∗Some Remarks: In the above value function components we consider the cases 1−
4 and distiguished between $b \geq c$ and $b > c$. For $b \geq c$,
Case 2 is impossible, while for $b<c$ our Case 3 becomes impossible. By
this fact to obtain the value function the expressions for the Cases 1,
3,4 are used whenever $b \geq c$, while for $b< c$ the Cases 1,
2,4 are used to obtain the value function. If $b=
c$ all expressions containing "Case2" or "Case3" are zero. This follows
dicrectly when looking at the integrals in equation H8L. Numerically,
we observe that, using the expressions obtained above,
with $b=c$ these components are zero. ∗L
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